We will from now on consider maximal linear sequences. iind WC write C',, (t 1 instead of Cub (t).
Summary of known results
Let p = 2. The earlier results on enumeration of CC, (t) can be summarized in the following theorems.
Theorem 23. We htcw that (1) ,x:,(t) * 1; d (cl -I)p" :, trnd
(ii) (' ,(I )f 5 Zp" '.
Preliminaries
P" -1 when t =Cf) (mod p" -l), (g) C,(r) = -1 when rf0 (mod p" -I).
The proofs xe simple consequences of propwties of finite fields and of the trace function, cf. Trachtenberg [ 131. Thearem 3.2. We hme
,'y* ).
In particular H hen fl = 7: = . . . = Tp" 1 = 0, then Theorem 3.2 can be considered as an analogue to) the Piess dcntities [ 1 I] for the rth power sum of the qG!vcights of the codewords in the (p" -1,211) code with parity check polynomial h(x) = fI(x).&(.x). where fd (x ) dentotes titre minima! pnlynomial of ad. -rhis proves the theorem. 
and 0 6 i c n md an irmger I -> (1 such rh~t N = (p" -W(d -p') I (p' + 1). 7'hen C6, (t ) takes on at most 2N +
Proof. According to L.emm;l 3.5 we know that fp"x --(x + 1. ))(p"y -(:; -+ I)) = p""(2 -pa J.
Yew results
Mongs to Q(i) n Q(p) = Q. But then CJ ( $1 is a rational numhor which alsr~ is an algebratc intcgcr. 'Therttfruc C; (1) is an integer for f = 0, 1, . . . . p" -2. (-F-+2(-- 
Corollary 4.6. If C',,, (t ) E Z. then Cd (t ) -7 -f (mod p ).
Prmf. This fo!lrlw\ from the f;lct th:rt a ratio:la! integer which is divisible by 3p is a!Fo divisMe b! p. Pm&. Who [II)) has proved that the values which occur in Cd (c) + 1 are 2" (N -1) with N = I), 1,2,3,3. suppse -2" o~cufs II times, 0 tc'r*urs t: times, 2" occurs f\ times. SW" occurs fj times and 3 * 2" occurs tq times. Theorems 2.1-3.4 give Here Niho has fmmci f4 = 2'" I. We nest show that b, -7 2" -+ (-I)-*' + 1. Suppose thi5 is done. We then have four equations with four unknowns and by solving (19) we prove Theorem U.
The congrucncx pitcn ty
It remains to prove that h, = 2" + ( -1)" " + 1. From (N) and (21) we get (x -A y jz-* z 1. Therefore which means zhat b, is the number of solutions of We nott.: that xzm -A .r = 0 if and only if x E GF(2m ) and 1 + x + .Y' = 0 if and mly if x E GF(2') -GF(Z). We also have GF(Z")C SF (?) if and onlv rf m i\ even. v -2f.f-? + 1. -xl.
Axordmp
to (22 1. (23) and (25) we get. when f = 0 (mod 3).
By inserting '4 = ( -. I)""-'2~"" we find that these are the values in Theorem 61.1 I. It remains to find how often Cd (I) take:. on each of these values. SuppWz -1 occurs t, times. -1 i-i A occurs t2 times. -1 -i; A occurs tl tit Ilt'$. According to Lemma 3.6 we get from (29). bfultiplying by --p " we get
As an equdtion af degree 3 this has at most three s(3lutions for ( -IQ?'". EA 8 c>f these solutions gives at most orw value of j such that 115 j < p"'. 
OSjGp".
Each of these solutions gives at most one value of j sirch that 0 G j s pm. Suppose namely that ( -1 )'@"I = ( -1 pp2k
Then since -1 is not a ;JOwer Of p We get j, = j2 (mod 2). Therefore we get 2j, = 2jz (mod !(p" + 1); which means jl = j, (mod I@" + 1)) since i(p"' + 1) is odd. But then jr =j2 (r.;od pm + 1:. and it follows that (30) has at most three solutions.
It remains to find how often Cd II) takes on each of its triter powible values.
Suppose -1 -pm occurs 1, times, -I occurs I2 times, --1 + pm occurs tI times awl -l+Zp" occurs I, times. Theorems X1-3.4 give us the four equations I, + t: + I, + tJ = pzm -I.
-p-t1 + p"t, + Zp"t, = p'". We let iO( --I) mean that -1 cxxurs IO times. F'or p -= _ q the wader is referred to Siho [IO] .
